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This is IMPERATIVE that this is taken seriously. 

Those who don't get this can join the parties of the New Emperor, in the Alt-Right (New-Left) 

Headquarters, and have some tea or a session of backside massage with Milo Yiannopoulos, thinking 

the jews are now (not) defeated. Milo Will Tell you about on the Unicorn Ride™ O er the Ne  Great 
Wall of USA! The Change We can believe In is Here! Unicorn Rides for Everyone! Trump has promised 

every American will get a Flying Unicorn to fly over the Great Wall of USA! "Believe it!". It also has a 

warranity, AND a security agreement! 

If you fall don't worry, Obama Care will be here to save you and compensate for the damages. Also, 

make sure not to fall into Muslim Jihad Territory, because apparently, the Muslim 'hate-talk' just 

disappeared from Trump's webpage. Well you know accidents happen... 

Seriously now... 

For those who want some harder facts and want to be awake...This topic will deal with the real 

reason as to how the jews rule and consolidate power, and what has saved them for CENTURIES on 

the political level and everywhere else. Those who cannot get it through their thick skull, rest 

reassured, are going to get humanity down the drain. 

Scoring Victories for Satan and the Gods, same as our Freedoms, means the setback of the Jewish 

World Order. Rest reassured, we are nowhere close to finally or completely dealing with the 

program. As the accursed and damned psychopath named "Cohen" who died recently (Satan bless), 

said in one in his songs of bragging in front of the face of the Goyim, "First We take Manhattan, Then 

We take Berlin". Cohen here talks openly about the plans of jewish world domination, and his 

chosenism, while adding some random excrement and tears about a jewess with a scat fetish, most 

probably. Not long ago another member of the tribe openly came out to say they are a "god" 

amongst the Goyim as well. His name is gregory swartz or george Soros. The "God" of immigration, 

wiping out whites, destroying massively the west and the list goes. A rabbi yahushua/jesus he is 

indeed! 



As to get to the point, which is very serious now. 

The Satanic Revolution is becoming more powerful. This does not come for free, and we get extreme 

damage done both ways. As everyone of you here, knows, this world is like a ship that both our 

forces and the forces of the enemy excrement are trying to turn into different directions. Satan and 

the Gods, same as us who have been building the spiritual foundation of what is to come, know that 

at least the ship is turning more into our direction, slowly but gradually. The attacks and strikes are 

consistent of both sides. The enemy of course, has for thousands of years, massacred, destroyed and 

annihilated extremely much. Do NOT have the memory of a jellyfish, as this is the first and most 

major problem. When this memory of a jellyfish is abolished (this ties into knowledge of one's root 

and identity) the enemy's attempts are really undermined a lot. 

As everything will be turning over to our side, the enemy, as all of you here know, and as its written 

in their Torah, will start the begging, the tears, the excuses, the extreme shilling, and will also provide 

even SERVICE to us. After thousands of years time of trying to exterminate us to the last woman and 

child, they will suddenly play it was all just a game, and that everything is OK now. 

"We are friends Goyim you can trust me! I just wanted to pretend to want to kill your children to 

make you more protective of them, 'hehe', as you can see, it was g-d's plan! Would never do it my 

Goyim friend! I am also innocent, it was done under g-d's will of which i was just a victim of!", said 

Rabbi Shlomo to the guard, on the train to the losing Israel. "Please just let us in your countries and 

states, you know I have done a lot of charity when I was young! I have been honest all my years! The 

Torah was written by evil jews! Yesh yesh those of the Synagogue of the Iblis! Because as all of us 

here in Europe know Satan is not a bad guy and Satyan means Truth Eternal now! Well what a dupe 

this Synagogue of the evil have done! Not one of them am I! What an evil thing this synagogue of 

evils have done! I myself have never believed it to be true! I was fooled into working 70 years or more 

against Satan! Oy vey! I will give you 6.000.000$ so you can forgive me! Will Satan accept 6 million or 

should I give more? I can give like 600.000.000! 

Always liked Satan *jew almost chokes while saying the name*, very nice guy eventhough I fought to 

exterminate him for all my life, hehe! Well Whites have also been my real friends! I had one White 

friend once, didn't kill him at all! Fuck g-d indeed my Gentile friends, praise the other one! I can help 

you defeat them Zionists! Its the Zionsits not me! I am victimized by everyone in the universe including 

g-d himself! Well ok I used to be friends with Zionists and killed a dozen Gentile Children on Yom 

Kippur, and infact I liked it *laugh escapes rabbi's mouth* but you know my friend I repented later! IT 

was g-d's plan so that I would learn, bleeding is my innocence!", Rabbi Shlomo continued... "Please 

leave us around somewhere to lick your toilets with our tongue, our natural scat-lovingness is to your 

benefit! We can co-exist together. Did you read the Washington Post lately, it gave all of you much 

praise hehe! We are friends now, tell that to Mr beloved *jew chokes* Antichrist! 'hehe'"-. The story 

of Rabbi Shlomo in 2024 or something. 

So long they are kept around, and some slime down some dark alley, or some pathetic xian nut reads 

the bible like a crazy nut at night, know the enemy is just TIME away from consolidating and gaining 

power again. 

As it all started with a SMALL HOLE named christianity at some point, so will it begin all over again, 

and the jews if left spiritually un-destroyed, will reconsolidate power. The same thing happens now 

that they have been feeling the heat. They still feel powerful enough to wage open war, which they 



definitely are in some ways. However, as they will drop into the abyss of powerlessness, they will 

really do ANYTHING to just stay "in our midst" somewhere. Expect everything.  

AS the Torah says openly, they will even come begging to join into Paganism or elsewhere. They wish 

it would be possible, but the Gods know this race of blapshemous rats and the Gods do NOT forget. 

In the Torah, the jews join Paganism (Start falsely worshipping Baal our Beelzebub) to fool the 

followers of the Pagan Gods, and after they grow powerful enough from practicing aside with their 

enemies (Gentiles), they stab them in the back and re-organize to destroy them again. All of these, 

according to the Torah, were killed by the jewish King in the same day. The jews lived happily ever 

after. 

How did the Vikings go down? Well they managed to accept a small Rabbi to live amongst their 

Godhead. Its name was "Jesus". Some shills told them that if they worship it, nothing bad will 

happen. One century later, the Vikings who ruled the seas and worlds, went extinct. Little Rabbi Jesus 

ascended over all other Gods, and of course, destroyed their inheritance. On top of the chapels and 

worship places of the Vikings, the small and harmless jewsus created its temples, and of course, the 

children of the Vikings were taken captive by the jewish church that slowly turned them into 

Christendoomers, who destroyed the rest of their race, culture and temple. I have now summed up 

the story overall. 

This is why xianity massacred Whites, jews became the court and then the political leaders, and now 

we are under the threat of grave extinction. The same thing happened in all White cultures. IT was 

just a little, harmless, nice jew, named Jesus. What's so bad about letting him in our culture? Are you 

xenophobic or what? Let some cancer get in your body! IT will be harmless! 

To check nowadays though, these ancient methods are always and forever the same, unchanging, 

and they apply in the present conditions more than ever... 

Where history is now, we will have ONE chance. With the technology and everything else that exists, 

things are moving to where the head of the spear will be touched so to say. Whomever will use the 

spear wrong (Like the jews have done by opening up about their extermination agenda for us 

Gentiles) they will be destroyed. The jews have already done this. 

Now to continue from the other post in regards to America and elsewhere, you will see where I am 

going with this. 

The Jews have two types of 'branches' in their secret societies and anything else. One branch is the 

"Dark" branch. Here we have the hated henchmen like Soros, and anything else morbidly imaginable 

like Merkel, and all these criminals who are in open sight and go straight forward to destroy the 

world, states, communities, economies and everything else. These are the 'evil' ones who do the 

work straight up, without asking. Normally, this is the beautiful scenario where the jews have 

extremely consolidated power (Like they did in the last 30 years) and have total/unrivaled dominance 

everywhere. This is the "all systems go" of the jewish system. This is what has been active as of late. 

Then we have the thing that we will be facing soon, and EVERYONE has to be aware. 90% of the 

retarded population always buys the trick, and as such the jews have been ruling for thousands of 

years as a result. We have the "White" branch. When shit is about to hit the fan for the jews, or when 

jews are trying to pull (or after they pull) extreme operations against the Goyim, that would cause 



revolts (Like now), the "White Branch" slaves of their (Such as Trump) are passed down to the 

populace as saviors etc.  

What ultimately is done is that the "White Branch" is always the plan B, and from this have come the 

largest misfortunes, and freedoms for the masses. Unable to restore and go back to the 'beautiful' 

flawless ages, the jews go a bit 'positive' on the masses, while maintaining total power and are still in 

control, to regenerate forces and go again full throttle to destroy them. 

This has been active for tens of years after the defeat of Hitler and the National Socialists. (((Free 

money))) everywhere, ((((funny life))), mainly nice things everywhere, jobs, very small 

unemployment, and everything else. This is also a very dangerous step of the jews as most of the 

accidents that revealed them and destroyed them have happened under those "White Branches" of 

theirs. "Misfortunes" such as the internet, freedom of speech, end of slavery, freedom of 

information, the list goes endless.  

This is MORE DANGEROUS than the "Dark branch", because this is where 90% of the masses fall to 

sleep again, thinking they have won, or at least, that things turned better. This is however NEVER the 

case. When their sleep has climaxed, the enemy pulls again the dark branch, to destroy them 

completely and in their sleep. This is what happened recently with the merciless immigrant crisis, 

mass unemployment, and anything else. These are tricks and top level shilling of the jews to stay in 

power. 

Here is the make it or break it point in a civilization: IF PEOPLE AGAIN ACCEPT JEWRY, THEY REMAIN 

SLAVES! What they have won is nothing but a few petty years, and mind you, with the new means 

and the power the jews will re-grasp, the suffering of the masses will be TENFOLD than if they had 

rejected the jewish offer. 

Look what happened at the older generations who took the jewish bait and were victimized by jews. 

While half of them fought for freedoms and were civilization creators, all of them were rallied by the 

same 'invisible hand' into just re-creating a better Goyim Farm program for all people. 

 They are still the jewish system incarnate, christen-dooming idiots, civilization wreckers, who had a 

bit of money and the lowlife as their one and only morality. After the fall of Hitler, the jews went 

"White Branch" completely on the populace, as the jews were afraid of a 're sparking' of National 

Socialism, and their revelation as the aggressors and murderers of a race they are. 

So what they did is overfeed the masses to no end, while of course bringing them under the 

condition that Hitler and Satan hate will become the Norm. "Hate Satan, Hitler, And avoid anti-jewish 

religions, thoughts and spiritual pursuits and everything will be fine Goy! We promise!", was the line. 

SO the majority followed. Until one day, the jews again pulled the dagger on Humanity out of 

nowhere. Oy vey! But we had made a contract, with the jews haven't we? 

So long you (((fitted in))), you could go somewhere, had promised the jews. So slowly their victimized 

generations started seeing the facts for what they were... And were later swindled into a life of 

suffering, debt, and moral and mental de-filation by the jews, because with jews you lose.  

A striking majority of these 'well-fed-ings", are the generation of the fun-pills only to make life more 

interesting (since it was the life of slaves anyway), the people who were so bored as to stone 

themselves out of existence, their greatest aim how to own the best car in the neighborhood, or just 



pacify themselves to death by being a commie-hippie, and those who pray to jewsus to find the keys 

to their car and if they find it, they consider it a divine miracle from heaven and the whole jewish 

angelic host alike. "Heaven conspired"! Jews told them Jesus can save you and find your keys for you, 

now please buy him as your lord and savior! 

From the sleeping and deceived half of this generation emerged the cuck leftist generation, many 

asleep shabbos, and of course all these generations have had an extremely hard time acting against 

the jews and their belover Rabbi "Christ" who after all think has fed them bread. Generations who 

instead of life just want to live in virtual reality with Rabbi Christ, and that are so rootless that the 

jews have literally thought they could pull the plug to humanity and make the "Great March to 

Communism". Now the jews carried these elections to get the "Big Yes, Communize us! Fuck us up! 

Fill us with the 3rd World!", and as the jews celebrated in their mega-win over the USA...Here the 

Gentiles come again with resistance... 

HERE SATAN RAISES HIS HEAD AGAIN.. 

Thankfully, Shabbos Joo Trump was under them, so they are not done or anything yet. People are 

waking up, and another intellectual "Shoah" is being committed. Now that the West is being dragged 

to destruction, vomiting of the jewish crap is necessary, and adhering to the real ancient Gentile 

values, not jewish ones. Those who cannot choke and vomit the jewish propaganda, will just follow 

their fate chosen for them. Because with jews, you lose. On whatever conditions, you will just lose. 

This seems to be the card the jews are going to pull now, albeit slowly, and only for illusionary 

purposes. In plain slang, their carrots will be rotten and digital now, non-existent. Just smoke and 

mirrors in the media to seclude that really Trump Dump didn't really do anything. This is because 

they have been losing so they have to waste the time of the populace, or so they think, with parlor 

tricks. The populace and general masses are educated, and ENRAGED. While they planned economic 

collapse almost two years ago, now they keep the economy alive, afraid of revolts from the people. 

Trump has been a controlled by the jews, but major loss for the jews, losing spree. The jews have got 

a clear message that the majority of the people haven't become the cucks they wanted them to be, 

and as thus, they will be faced with extreme resistance that may go out of control. There is still 

resistence the jews cannot break straight up, so they decided to 'control it' to just wear it down. 

The jews are running out of time, and all this is thanks to our Rituals. With our Rituals we can exploit 

the benefits they may try to confer above the masses now, and by exploiting the transition of this 

'black to white' thing, we can destroy them even more. 

THIS MUST STAY IN YOUR MIND FOREVER - Tolerating them, leaving them around to even lick your 

shoes or serve you, will mean your DEATH. Societies, countries and civilizations need to AIM HIGHER 

than the jews, and finally leave them hanging in the abyssal levels of excrement they were born to 

dwell. While Hitler could have sold out, he didn't, and he achieved paradise on Earth. Hitler did not 

settle down to be Vice chancellor, kiss jewish ass for (((benefits))) and become another Shabbos 

Goyim leader- he went for the maximum and the full of his National Socialist, jew-less revolution, 

and won all of it. Hitler was TRUE to his principles. 

What can people expect to see now for at least a year, is an in-between hanging between good and 

evil from the jews. ACCEPT NO EVIL AND NO GOOD FROM THE JEWS, AS BOTH ARE THE SAME COIN 

THAT WILL DESTROY YOU AND WITH WHICH THEY WILL INDEBT YOU FOREVER.- PERIOD. 



This is the simple, carrot and whip. When the whip fails, jews retreat back to the carrot. Sometimes 

they use both. We are going through the phase they use both. Only with jews, the carrot is ROTTEN, 

DISEASED and will KILL YOU. You die from both the whip or the carrot. 

Now that Trump got elected, the jews are trying to cause civil war, the Jew world order is divided as 

to how to act, and everything is heard, from the Russia-USA friendship, to the illusion that the things 

will turn better, and the list goes. We are not dumb masses, or dumb slaves. We know what's up, and 

we know we are the moving catalyst and why they act that way. It's not like those who want to 

EXTERMINATE all of us, suddenly became 'good' and gave in. It's just they cannot accomplish their 

goals. With that being stated, after they pull extreme attacks akin to those of a last stand, then will 

follow extreme shilling, and the more victories we score, they will even turn to begging. To the jew all 

of this is the same- even begging or asking for mercy is not real, but a last gamble to get power over 

their slaves. Only to backstab them again and destroy them. 

In closing, NO DUST IN YOUR VISION, NO RECONCILIATION, AND AS HILTER STATED "NO 

CAPITULATION"! HUMANITY HAS SUFFERED ENOUGH AND WE DON'T HAVE THE TIME OR THE 

FUTURE SPACE FOR HUMANITY TO SUFFER EVEN MORE! TOO MANY PEOPLE HAVE DIED, TOO 

MANY SOULS HAVE BEEN LOST FOREVER, SO MANY CULTURES, STATES AND CIVILIZATIONS HAVE 

SUNK, SO MANY HAVE WENT EXTINCT! 

NO MORE JEWISH WARS, NO MORE JEWISH INFLUENCE, NO MORE JEWISH LIFE, NO MORE JEWISH 

"GOOD" OR JEWISH "EVIL"! NO MORE JEWISH CARROT, NO MORE JEWISH WHIPS AND CARROTS! 

GENTILES MUST CLAIM THEIR DESTINY AT LONG LAST! 

We are Satanists, children of SATYAN (Truth Eternal). We can see, where others don't. We can act, 

where others cannot. We have been chaning, what others never would or could. We must stay 

focused on the real points, and not be lost in the details or jewish parlor tricks. 

 

OTHERS CAN BOW, BUT SATANISTS MUST NEVER SETTLE DOWN OR BOW! EVERYTHING OR 

NOTHING, FOR LESS THAN EVERYTHING *IS* NOTHING! 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 


